Dress Code Highlights

This page is designed to spotlight some of the dress and grooming regulations
set forth by Hildebrandt and the Klein ISD.
SHIRTS/TOPS

Make sure shirts/tops are the appropriate size.
 No crop tops.
 No low-cut, see-through, or backless tops.
 No tanks with large armholes (ex: bro tanks).
 Undergarments should not be seen through the shirt/top (ex: through the armholes, at the
neck or through a sheer top).
 Straps on outer garments must be sufficiently wide to cover undergarments.



PANTS/BOTTOMS/SHOES

 Lycra bike shorts or swimming style trunks may not be worn.
 Shorts, skirts and dresses must be mid-thigh or below and should not be excessively tight
fitting. Mid-thigh is defined as the midpoint between the hip and knee. Fingertip measurements
do not apply and will not be used to determine appropriate length.
 Leggings are permitted only when worn with a tunic top (loose-fitting top) that is mid-thigh or
longer. No exceptions. Mid-thigh is defined as the midpoint between the hip and knee. Fingertip
measurements do not apply and will not be used to determine appropriate length.
 No slides may be worn
 Tights under dresses/skirts are permitted. Please stray from any patterned tight (ex: fishnet,
stripes) and remember that the mid-thigh rule for bottoms still apply when wearing tights. No
shorts and tights.
 Skinny type jeans must have pockets. Pants without pockets must be worn like leggingspaired with a long, mid-thigh, loose-fitting top.
 Overly baggy pants may not be worn.
 No holes in jeans. No holes with tights or patches behind them. Small, distressed areas on
jeans are permitted so long as there is no skin showing.
 No bottoms with writing on the bottom (ex: PINK pants).

Grooming

Hair may not be worn in a mohawk or faux hawk fashion.
Hair colored in a distracting or disturbing color is not allowed.
Designs, lines and insignias cannot be cut into the hair.
Body piercings (nose, eyebrow etc.) gages in their ears are not permitted.

